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THE MODEL THEORY OF 'R-FORMAL' FIELDS 
Bill JACOB* 
Uniuersity of California, Los Angeles. CA 90024, U.S.A. 
Let K be a lield, and let WIK) denote its Witt ring of Quadratic Forms. It is well-known in 
the theory of Quadratic Forms that the orders of K correspond in a one to one way with all ring 
surjections W(K~---*Y. In particular, a field L is formally real over an ordered field K if and 
only if there is a homomorphism ¢L:W~L)~.  which extends the given "signature" 
¢,~. :W(K)~/7. l eg .  cg = ¢~Loi., where i,:WIK~---~ W(L) is the functorial map.) 
Using the above, one may discuss the usual theory of formally real and real closed fields in 
terms of Win rings. Knebusch in [6] has, in the above setting, given a remarkable new proof of 
the uniqueness of real closures. One might ask what happens when the Z_ above is replaced by 
some other ring R? That is the subject of this present note. In particular, we shall prove some 
algebraic and model theoretic analogues of well-known results for real closed fields, where the 
abo~e Y is replaced by some linitely generated reduced Wilt ring, 
0. Introduction 
Let K be any field. By W(Kt  we shall denote the Witt ring of quadratic forms 
over K. (For the definition sec [7] or [8].~ We recall that the elements of W(K)  
are isometry classes of (nonsingular) anisotropic quadratic forms defined over K. 
iAnisotropic means that they do not represent zero over K.) Addition in W(K)  is 
given by the direct sum, and multiplication is induced by the tensor product. Thus 
for example, if K is real closed, then W(K)~2L with each quadratic form 
corresponding to its signature in 2L 
The isometry class of the quadratic form atX~+"  .+a , ,X~ in W(K)  will be 
denoted by (a~ . . . . .  a,,). In particular, in this notation we have 
(a l  . . . . .  a,,) + (b, . . . . .  b,,,)= (at  . . . . .  a,,. b,  . . . . .  b . , ) .  
(a l  . . . . .  a,,) " (bi  . . . . .  b,,,) = (a tb l  . . . . .  a tb  . . . . . . . .  a,,bt . . . . .  a,,b,,,), 
trod ( i, - 1 ) = O. 
Suppose we have a surjective ring homomorphism c :WIK)~ ~_. Then as 
( l ,a ) . ( l , -a )=(1 ,  a , -a , -a2)=O~ W(K)  for all a~K,  
it follows that either C((I, a))= 0 or ~0((l, -a ) )= 0 since Z is an Integral Domain. 
In particular for all aeK  we must have ~( (a ) )=+l .  We claim that PC = 
{a ~ K: q~((a)) = 1} is the positive cone of a (linear) order of K. 
* Appeared as part of the author's Doctoral Thesis. Princeton t1979). 
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For clearly K'2~P,~. aeP~ if and only if -a~P~, and whenever a, bcP~ we 
have abe t~, by the multiplicative property of q~. Further, if a, b eP,~, as 
(a, b, - (a  + b)) is isotropic over K, it must represent a one-dimensional form in 
W(K). Thus ~({a.b,-(a+b)))=±l,  so that ¢ ( ( - (a+b) ) )=- l ,  which implies 
a+beP,~. 
Conversely, if K has an order, then the signature map with respect o this order 
induces a surjection WIK~--~TA We thus have a one to one correspondence 
between the set of orders of K, and the ring surjections ~:W(K~.-~,Z. Note in 
particular that a field is real closed if and only if its signature cannot be extended 
to any algebraic extension. See [7] for more details. 
The work here was motivated by the paper of Knebusch [6], where in the above 
setting he gives a new proof of the uniqueness of real closures. His proof is most 
remarkable in that it does not depend upon Sturm's Theorem. and uses only 
quadratic form theory. Here. we deal with a generalization of the above situation. 
We replace Z by a suitable ring R, and study 'R-signatures" q~:W(KJ---, R. in 
particular we shall characterize the algebraically maximal 'R-formal' such K (the 
analogues of real closures), and in a suitable language characterize the existen- 
tially closed such fields. 
The main tools used here are the results from my thesis [4], which also appear 
in [5]. We briefly recall here what is needed. 
First. a formally real field is called Pythagorean if every sum of squares is a 
square. It is not difficult to see that a field K is Pythagorean if and only if its Witt 
ring W(K) is torsion free as an additive abelian group. Given any formally real 
field K one can form its Pythagorean hull K~,y, which is the smallest Pythagorean 
field containing K. One obtains an exact sequence: 
(I . . . .  W, (K)~ W(K~ .... ~ W(Ko~k 
where W,(K) is the subring of torsion elements of W(K). and i .  is the functorial 
map. i .W(K) is e~lled the reduced Witt ring of K. 
Pythagorean fields (and reduced Witt rings~ play an important role in the study 
of quadratic forms. One especially r, ice property of Pythagorean tields often used 
is the f~ct that (1. a) represents b in K if and only if b > ' l  whenever a >lJ in some 
order, <, of K. This follows from the Arli.|-Schrier theorem and the fact that 
sums of ,;quares in K are squares. In fact, W(K) is completely determined by 
K'/K "2, and the set of orders XK of K. 
This result leads Murray Marshall and others to defir~e and study "spaces of 
orders" abstractly, apart from their Wilt ring. In this case the space of orders of K 
is the pair (XK, K'/K':), where XK is regarded as set of odd characters on the 
elementary 2-group K'/K "~. In [9] Marshall gives an inductive characterization f 
all finite spaces of orders. He shows that all finite spaces of orders are built up 
from the one element space (the space of a real closed field), by the following two 
operations: 
First there is the direct sum (X.G)=(X~,G~t~'. .~(X, , .G, , , ) ,  which is 
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defined by G = G I~"  • • ~Gm,  and X = XI tg. • • U X,., where ~ ~ Xi is defined to 
act trivially on G t for j~i. Secondly there is the group extension (X ,G)= 
(X', G') x H, which is defined by G= G'(~H, and X is the set of all extensions of 
elements of X'  to G. 
The main result of [4] and [5] is that these decompositions of the space of 
orders of a pythagorean field, correspond to valuation theoretic decompositions of 
the field itself. This can be briefly described as follows: 
A fan T, K '2c ' / ' cK"  is a subgroup of K" for which a~-T  implies that 
T+aT=TUaT.  If we define R(T,K) to be the set of all a~K' /T  for v.hich 
T2-ot2T 2 represents a non-trivial element of K'/+T, then O(K,T,R)= 
O~(K, T,/~)UOE(K, T,/~) is a valuation subring of K, where O~(K, T, I~)= 
{xcK:[x](~l~ but [ l+x]= 1}, 02(K, T,I~)={x~K:[x]~R and xOl(K, 7, R)c_ 
O~(K, T,/~}}, and R(T, Ktc_ !~. Here [x] denotes the coset of x in K'/T. 
We then show that whenever (XK, K'IK "2)---- (X', G') × H, with X '  having more 
than one element, there is a 2--Henselian valuation (i.e. Hensel's lemma holds for 
2-extensions) of K for which ord(K)/2ord(K)-=-H, and (Xg. K'/K'2)~(X ',G'). 
The valuation ring is given by O(K, T, G'), where Tc  G', is any fan. We also 
show that whenever (XK, K'/K'2)~-(X~, GO~'" .~(X, , ,  G,,,), with each ~X~, G,) 
a proper group extension (or a one element spacel, that there are valua:ions (or 
orders) ~ of K for which each 2-Henselization (or Euclidian Closure) of K with 
respect o it,, K,, satisfies (XK,, K ~/K ]2) ~ (X,, G,). Furthermore K = f-), K,, and the 
valuations are given by the rings O(K ,~, /~, ) ,  where (X,,G,)~(X'~,G~)×H,, 
T, c G~ is a fan, and 
is also a fan. In case G~ ={:t:1}, l~) ,~ j  G~ gives the desired order of K. For 
more details see [4] or [5]. 
A finitely generated reduced Witt ring R is the Witt ring of a Pythagor~.an field 
with K'/K "2 finite. This is equivalent o the space of orders of K (or Rt being 
finite. Thus the structure theory of Murray Marshall, and the preceding results 
apply, in particular, we will use these results to study "R-formal" fields for such R. 
The main result of this paper is that for an arbitrary finitely generated Witt ring 
R, the class of R-formal fields has a decidable model companion. See Theorems 2
and 4. In case R is the Witt ring of a S.A.P. field, i.e. the space of orders of R is a 
direct sum of one elemeat spaces, we recover as a special case of our results the 
Theorem of L. van den Dries on fields with distinct (linear) orders. Fo z more 
details see his thesis [11]. 
1. Basics 
Let R be a finitely generated reduced Witt ring, i.e. R is the Witt ring of a 
Pythagorean field with a finite square class group. We make the following 
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definitions: 
Definition 1. A field K is R-formal if there is a surjective ring homomorphism 
q~:WiK)--~, R. By C~(R) we shall mean the class of all R-formal fields, and 
ToiR)=Th(Co(R)) is the elementary theory of these fields in the usual field 
language. 
Definition 2. A field L is R-formal over (K, q~) if there is an extension of ~ to 
~': WiL)---~ R such that the following commutes: 
WIL)  
W(K) ~ ,R 
Definition 3. SiR)= IR/(IR) 2, where IR is the ideal of even dimensional forms of 
R. iAbstractly, IR may be characterized as the set of all t~ ~ R for which Cta)~ 2Z 
whenever q~:R--~Z is a ring homomorphism.) 
We recall Pfister's result (see [7]), that if R = W(K). then it happens tha! 
S iR)=K ' /K  "~-. In fact we have: 
Lemma 1. Any "R-signature" ~ : WtK) - ;  R induces a gn~up surjectiou 
¢.:K'/K"~.--* , S(R). 
Proof.  Map a c K' /K  "~ to 1 +~¢((a))e IR. The result is then clear by [7, p. 39]. 
Corollary (Well-known). The space of orders of a Pythagorean field is uniquely 
determined by it's Wit( ring. 
Proof .  We have that K'/K'2~-S(WtK))  and the orders of K correspond to the 
usual 2~-signatures of WiK), 
We now fix our elementary language, 
Deknnition 4. L(R} = FLU{S, (x): c E S(R)}, where FL is usual lield language and 
S,,(xl is a unary predicate symbol c~rresponding to the class of c e S(Rk 
Lemma 2. Given an R-formal field K, and apt R-sigrzature ~ of K, there is a 
unique e:¢pansion of K to an LiR)-structure such that K~S,,(cO if and only i] 
~i(a)) = c for all a ~ K. 
Proof .  Obvious.  
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Each element of Co(R) may have several expansions to L(R)-structures as 
above. We denote the class of all these L(R)-structures by C(R). 







We give axioms for C(R) as follows: 
Field Axioms. 
(Vx~(S,.(x~vS,..(x)v • •. vS,. , . (x)vx =0/  if S(R~={cl, c; . . . . .  c,,,}. 
(Vx)(S,.,(x)--* ~S,.,(x)) for all iCj.  
(Vxy)(S~,(x)/, S¢, (y)"~ S,.~ (xy)l for all i, ] 
OCx ~St (x"), 
tA5) Vxy) IS , , Ix )ASbty) - - - ' (S , , (x+y)v ' ' 'vS , . (x+y)) ) .  for all a. b~S(R)  
where (a, b) represents {c~ . . . . .  ck} in R. 
(A6t (3x)S~¢x) for all c ~ S(R). 
Let K be a model of the above axioms. Clearly the map ¢,:K'/K'Z----~ S(R) 
defined by ,#.([x]) = c if and only if K~S,.(x~ is a group homomorphism. We claim 
induces a ring surjection q~ : W(K)--~ R. To see this we note that q~, induces 
, i :F(K' /K"- J  ~ R. where F(K'/K"-) is the free commutative ring generated by 
K' /K "z. But note our axioms imply that ~b kills the ideal I generated by 
{[1]-1, [1 ]+[ - l ] ,  [a+b] ( l+[ab] ) - [a ] - [b ] ,  [ab]-[a][b]}. As W(K)=- 
F~K'/K'=I/I lsee [7]~, we induce a map q~ : W(K) ---, R as desired. Note that IA6) 
insures suriectivity. Thus we have universal-existential axioms for C(R) in L(R). 
For the moment we fix K a R-formal field with R-signature q~. By a fan 
" I 'cS(R)  we shall mean a subgroup for which af~-T  implies that T+aT 
represents only elements of T or aT in R. It is also easy to see that'~p,~(T) is a 
fan of K. Following our preceding notation we define for each such fan and 
R-formal field K: 
R(I :  K, q~I={aeS(R~/T:3x,  y, zEK  with ¢,{[x]), 
~¢,([y]) c T and q~,([z])~ a for which ¢,([x 2 -  z~y-'])¢~ ±T}. 
OdK, T, ~,/~) = {x e K: ~¢,([x])~/,} and ~0,([l +x] )e  T}, 
02( K. T if,./~ )= {x E K: ~0,([x]) ~./~ and 
xOt(K, T. ~, l~)c 01(K, T, ~, t~)[. 
We now have, assuming R(T, K,  ~)~_/~: 
Lemma 4. O(K, T, ~, I~) = Ol(K. T, ~, I~) U O2(K, T, ~, t~) is a valuation subring 
of K. Also il happens that R(T, K, q~)={:l:T} or {±T, ±aT} for some oreS(R). 
Finally. if LcM are models of T (R)=Th(C(R) )  in L(R), then we have 
R(T, L, ~f ic_ R(T, M, q~M). 
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Proot. The first two statements follow formally from the proofs of the analogous 
results in [4] and [5]. Instead of cosets [x]E K'/T one uses the cosets [+¢,([x])]~ 
S(RJ/T. Since ~p is a ring homomorphism the necessary properties follow im- 
mediately. The later statement follows immediately from the existential definition 
of R(T, K, ~ .  
Remark. This result can be considered a valuation theoretic analogue of the 
previously mentioned fact that for any field K. surjective ring homomorphism, 
from W(K) to ~ induce orders on K, 
2. Algebraically maximal models 
We are interested in the structure of the algebraically maximal models of T(R ~. 
(I.e. those models of T(RI for which no proper algebraic extension is a model.~ 
As in both [4] and [5], we shall proceed by induction on the structure of the space 
of orders of R. First we assume the space of orders of R is a proper group 
extension. We shall denote by X(RI the space of orders of R. 
Lemma 5. Suppose that X(R)=-=(X ', G')× H, and let Tc  G' be a fan. 7hen K is 
an algebraically maximal model of T(R) if and only if O(K, T, ¢K, G') is an 
Henselian valuation subring of K for which ord(K) is p-divisible for odd primes p, 
ord(K)/2ord(K)~ H, and for which K, is an algebraically maximal model of R. 
(Here R is the sabring of R generated by G', and for which R -~ R[H].I 
Proot. First assume K is algebraically maximal. We shall see tile valuation is 
Henselian. If not, imbed K into a Henselization K'. It is known that W(K'~ 
W(F,')[H']~W(K)[H'] where H'=ord(K')/2ordtK'). Thus it follows that the 
map ff~: Wtl()---->.ff can be extended to a map q~':W(/~)[H']---->/~[H']. The 
natural surjection ~:H'----> S(R)/G'-~ H given by [ord(xl],--~ [~¢Kt(X))] now in- 
duces a map x , ,  which gives 
,~, : WtK' )~ W(g)[H'] ~-£---- /~,[H'] "*,  I~[H]-~ R. 
It is clear by the definition of ~p', and +r, that if a E K, then ++:((a)~--+~:,((a)). 
Thus K' was R-formal over (K, <g+¢), which by maximality shows our original 
valuation was Henselian. 
We next claim that the map +r defined above is an isomorphism. For if not+ we 
can imbed ord(K) in a larger group for which ker(+r) becomes 2-divisible, and K 
can be extended to a Hensel field K' whose v'aluation extends the valuation of K, 
and has this new value group, This would contradict he algebraic maximality of 
K, by the same argument given above. Finally, a similar argument shows that /~ 
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must be algebraically maximal, as otherwise we could take an appropriate 
unramified extension of K. 
Conversely, if K satisfies the above conditions, then in any algebraic extension 
of K, either the residue field extends, or the value group extends. If the residue 
field extends, then it cannot be a model of T(/~), and so the extension is not a 
model of T(R). If the group extends, tl'~en for some ~t e K with ~K((ct))-~ 1. 
becomes a square. Clearly any such extension of K cannot be extended to a 
model of T(R). Thus K is algebraically maximal. This proves Lemma 5. 
We next assume that X(R)~(X~,GO~). . .~(X, , ,G, , , ) .  Then following our 
previous notation we let T~cG'~ be fans and we set 01= G'~)~ G~, where G~, 
are as described earlier. We shall also denote by R~ the Witt ring of (X~, G~), 
and by /~, the Witt ring of (XI, G'~). 
Lemma 6. A model K of T(R) is algebraically maximal if and only i~ K is clo~ed 
with respect o odd degree extensions and K'[K'2~ S(R). In particular, in this case 
each 2-Henselization of O(K, Ti, ¢, 0'i) is an algebraically maximal model of 
T(R,). and in case G, ={:i:l}. then any Euclidean closure of K w.r.t, to the order 
l~  ~i~, Gi is real closed. 
Proo|. We proceed by induction. In case X(R) is the one element space, the 
result is well-known from the theory of real closed fields. Assume that K is 
algebraically maximal. Let K[a] be an odd degree extension. By K~ we shall 
denote the ith 2-Henselization (or Euclidean closure) of K. We claim that K~[a] is 
R,-formal over K~. For by induction, as K,[a] is /~,-formal over /~,, K,[a] is 
contained in some Hensel field KI, whose valuation extends that of K~. whose 
residue field is exactly K,[a], and for which ord(K'~)/2ordlK'~)~ GJG'~. In particu- 
lar, such K'~ is R~-formal over K,. 
By extending K', if necessary, we shall assume it is an algebraically maxlmal 
model of T(R,). Then K[a]c_~,K' ,=L.  We claim that L is an R-formal 
extension of K. (See [1] and [2] for essentially the same result.) First we note that 
by the inductive hypothesis and Lemma 5, that for each i we have K'//K'/~--~ G~. 
Next we see that the map 
L'/L "~----~ K'~'/K'~'2~ ". .~)K,',,'/K,',,'2---G,~ .. "~G,, 
induced by inclusion, must be an isomorphism. For as K was R-formal, and as the 
valuations on the KI extend the valuations on K, the map must be surjective. 
lnjectivity is an immediate consequence of the definition of L. Thus the identifica- 
tion L ' /L "~ S(R J, induces an extension of ¢ mapping W(L)--~ R, as each order 
of each K',. restricts to an order of L. 
Similarly one sees that if t~ e K is a non square with ¢((c~)) = 1, then K[x/~] is 
an R-formal extension of K. Thus we have shown, that if K is an algebraically 
maximal model of T(R), that K'/K'2~-S(R), and K is closed with respect o odd 
degree extensions. 
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Conversely. any such R-formal field K must be algebraically maximal, for any 
algebraic extension of K must contain a subextension of the form ,~[~,~] where 
,¢((a)) # 1. Any such field is clearly not R-formal over (K, ,0). The rest of the 
lemma is now immediate. 
Corollary 1. For arbitrary finitely generated R, we have that K is an algebraically 
maximal model of T(R), /f and only if K is (:losed with regpect to odd degree 
extensions. K is R-formal, and K ' /K '2~ S(RL 
Proof. Again we proceed by induction on the structure of X(RL  In case X(R)  is 
a proper group extension we are done by Lemma 5. The case of X(RI  being a 
direct sunt is Lemma 6. The result is now immediate in view of Murray Marshall's 
structure theory for finite spaces of orders (see [9]). 
Remark 1. The above corollaL~ becomes false if the condition on K' /K  "2 is 
replaced by the stronger condition that W(K)~R.  For example: i. at H be the 
elementary 2-group generated by ~ and /3. If R is the Witt ring ef a SAP field 
with eight square classes, then we have R---2~[H]/((I,-,~,/3,-,~t/3)). In particular, 
~((t))(~u)) is R-formal as it's Witt ring is 7/[H]. However this field is Hereditarily- 
Pythagorean and so it must happen that any formally real algebraic extension is 
Superpythagorean. Thus it is impossible for any algebraically maximal R-formal 
extension of this field to have R for a Witt ring, This situation will change when 
we study the existentially closed models of T(R). See Theorem 1 of the next 
section. 
Remark 2. In general an algebraically maximal model of T(R) is not existentially 
closed. For example, consider the group extension case ~,th R ~/~[H],  and 
suppose that K is an algebraically maximal R-formal field for which b2 carries a 
non-trivial 2-Henselian valuation, with a 2-divisible value group. Pick ~ ~ K so 
that 0:#&~/~ is integral, but not a unit in this valuation. Viewing K as carrying 
the composite of these valuations, we extend this composite valuation to KIx) in 
such a way that 0<ord(x)<ord(a) ,  and so that ord(x) is a new element of the 
value group. Extending this value group to a new group V, where V/2V-~ H and 
ord(x) ¢ 2 V, we see (by passing to a 2-Henselizationt that K(x~ may be considered 
as an R-formal extension of K in which 
K(xJ~S,.(x)/xS,.(x+a)AS~(I+x) for some cc~StR)-S( f f ,  I. 
However, by the definition of ~.lr valuation.~: 
K~ m(~x)(S,.(x) A S,:(x + ~) A Sl( 1 .-xIL 
Hence K cannot be existentially closed. 
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In view of the above remark, we see that in order to study existentially closed 
models of T(R), it becomes necessary to extend the language. Consider/~(R), an 
extension by definitions of L(R), in which we define predicates U~(x)<--~.L 
~ ~c O(/~, T~, G~) for all valuation rings given by the structure of R on some 
residue field /~ of K. (We include /~ = K.) Now suppose that K~ and K2 are 
models of T(R), and K~ is an /~(R)-substructure of K2. Then any valuation ring 
O(/~2, T~, G,) necessarily extends the ring O(/<~. T, G~). To see this note that 
Od/£~, T,, G~)c_ O1(/~2, T, G~) follows immediately from the definitions, and if 
x~O,(/~,T~,G~) we must have x~02(g2,  T~,G~) for otherwise x-t 
O2(/~2, T,, G~) and it would follow that K~U~(x) but K~--aU~(x). 
Throughout he rest of this paper, "I'(R) will denote the extension of T(R) to 
the language/~(R). Further, by 'K~ is a/~-formal extension of K~' we shall mean 
the stronger assertion that 'K~ is an /~.(R)-substructure of K~'. 
3. Existentially closed models 
We now give elementary axioms for the existentially closed models of "F(R). 
These axioms will be described inductively. Since existentially closed fields are 
always algebraically maximal, we shall freely identify K'/K "2 with S(R), and use 
the (elementarily definable) valuations O(K. T, 1~) as needed. The basic argu- 
ments of this section are due to L. van den Dries (see [I 1]), although their content 
and style has been changed to accommodate he present situation. 
(I) The Axioms: Group extension Case with G'c  S(R) as before. 
(A0) K'/K'~-~S(R) and K is closed with respect o odd degree extensions. 
(Al l  Relativized Axioms that state that the Residue Field of O(K. T, G') is 
existentially closed. In case T= K "2, we ass~ame G' has four elements. 
lA2) Axioms that state that the value group of O(K, T, G') is regular in the 
sense of Robinson-Zakon (see [ l(t]). 
Oil The Axioms: Direct Sum Case with "F,, G,, G'~ as before. 
(A0) K'/K'2-~S(R) and K is closed with respect o odd degree extensions. 
(Al l  Relativized axioms that state each Residue Field of O(K, ~. G',i is exis- 
tentially closed. 
IA2~ Axioms that state each Value Group of O(K, "F,, G',) is regular in the 
sense of Robinson-Zakon. 
(A3) Axioms that state K is dense in each 2-Henselization of O(K, 'F~, G[). or 
Euclidian Closure of K w.r.t, the ~rder I~)~jG j ,  if G; ={+1}. 
(A4) Special 'Generic" Axioms 3o be made explicit shortly. ~ 
We next verify that the above axioms are indeed elementary. The case of (A0) 
is clear as S(R) is finite. For (Al l  one replaces all the equalities in the inductively 
Recently. Yuri Ershov has informed the author that these "Generic' Axioms can be greatly 
simplified using his ~Jotion of 'coherently complete'. See his forthcoming paper in Doklady for details. 
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found axioms, by congruences modulo the maximal ideal of the appropriate 
valuation ring O(K, T, R). We remark that the maximal ideal P(K, T. R) of 
O(K, T, P,) is defined by x~ P(K, T, R) iff x -~ ~ O(K, T, I~i. For (A2) we give the 
following axiom: 
(Vxy)(xy- ~ ~ P(K, T,/~) ~ (3z)(xz-2 ~ P(K, T, 11~ ) A y-~ z 2 ~ p(K, T, t~ ))). 
This means that for all a,/3 ~ ord(K) wi:h a </3, there is a 3' for which a < 23, </3. 
For (A3) there are two cases: 
(i) Henselian case: For all cc~ l f~(~,  t Gj c S(R) we have 
(Vxy)(S,.(x)A y ~ O(K, "~,, G',I---* (3zl(y~'(z ~-- x)~ O~K, "~, G',It). 
(ii) ELrclidean Case: If < is the order given by l~(]~**j G i we have 
(Vey)(3x)(e, y >0 -~ -e  < x 2-  y < e). 
It should be clear that these axioms are satisfied when density holds. Con- 
versely, these axioms imply that K is dense in any Quadratic subextension of our 
2-Henselizations or Euclidean Closures. Since K is closed with respect to odd 
degree extensions, every algebraic extension of K is obtained through an iteration 
of quadratic extensions. It now follows that K. is dense in the appropriate 
2-Henselizations or Euclidean Closures. 
Finally we describe the axioms (A4). Let to(X, Y), gdX, Y) . . . . .  g,,(X, Y) be 
polynomials in K[X, Y], where X= (X~ . . . . .  X~) and let c,~ ~ Gr. Let ~r~ :S(R) ---, 
G~ be the natural projection. We define new unary predicates: 
S[. Ix) ~-* V~/ Sd(x) for each c, I, 
d ,, I ~ , ld}# c,i 
and let { Uk (x t} be a finite set of unit predicates. The 'Generic' Axioms now read: 
i I k 
--* (3xtl3yl(t;(x, yt = 0A /X', S,.~,(gj(x, ynA ~ :L U~ig,~x, yn),  
I k. 
where q)~(F(x, y), e) is 
(i) e-~F(x, y)~ O(K, ~',, G',) in the valuation case, and 
(ii) IFIx. y)l<lel in case G~ ={~1} 
We next show that these axioms completely characterize the existentially closed 
models of "i'(R). We begin with a 'generic' analogue of Lemmas 5 and 6. 
Lemma 7. 1[ K is an existentially closed model of 7"(R), then K satisfies the 
preceding axioms. 
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Proof. The result is known if X(R) is the one element space. For in that case 
R =Z and we must have that K is real closed. Next we note that (A0) is always 
true by the corollary to Lemmas 5 and 6. For (AI)  we proceed inductively. Next, 
assuming R is such that K "2 is a fan, we must verify that G '= R( I ,  K) has four 
elements. As K is existentially closed, it suffices to show that there is an /~-formal 
extension K' of K for which K~(Z:lxyzj(xa-otZy4=otz4), for some a~ 
K'/K'"-{+I}. If R(K "z, K)={+K'Z},  then K carries a Henselian valuation with 
real closed residue class field. Thus by valuation theory (extending residue fields), 
we may assume that K'/K "2 has four elements. In this case K has two orders 
which we extend to K(x), one where x, l -xZ>0,  and the other where x, 
1 -x - '<  0. If K' is the intersection of two Euclidean closures of K(x) with respect 
to these orders, then K' is an /~-formal extension of K in the natural way. The 
desired existential statement is satisfied in K' with 'az  4 '= 1 -  x-'. 
We now assume that R 4: 7], and we assume that /~ is the residue field of one of 
our valuations on K, including possible composites. (This means that /7 might bc 
the residue field of a residue field of K, and so forth.) By induction we have that 
/~(A I ) .  We must check (A2), (A3), and (A4) are true re!ativized to /£. 
Let ord(/~) be some value group of a valuation on /'7. We must show that 
~'d(/¢) is regular. If it is not regular, then for some a, /3~ord(Rt with 0<a </3 
we have that ord(/7)~7(3z)(a<2z</3). Since K, and hence /~ is closed with 
respect to odd degree extensions, we must have that ord(bT) is dense. Thus 
without loss of generality we may assume that 2 does not divide either a or/3. But 
now, let x, y ~ K with ord(xl = o~ and ord(y)=/~. Then [x], [y] ~ R(T, Uxt for the 
fan T giving this valuation. Thus, according to the definitions of our valuations we 
have 
/~=7(=lz)(Sl(l+z2x t tASd l+yz-a ) ) .  
In particular we have 
KI=7(3z)((~/ 'S, .{l+z-~-~ '} )A{WS<( I+yz  el))  
r i 
for some 5:, ~ ~ K with 0} = x, ~ = y, and where the q range over all elements of 
S(R~ for which wEK, ¢v~O in /-~, and [w]=q in K, implies that [#]= 1 in /7. 
We embed V= ord(/£) into a larger group V' as follows: Set 
V '=V[ t , l /2 . ( t+ot ) , l /3 . ( t+o~)  . . . . .  l /n . ( t+o~)  . . . .  ] for all n~N.  
Here, t is algebraically independent over V, and a is the element given above. 
Clearly V' is p-divisible for all odd primes p, and we must have V'/2V'-~ V/2V. 
Also, if t is ordered such that t>0,  while t< ' , /whenever  0<y~ V, it is clear that 
V' is such that V'~(3z)(a < 2z </3). 
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Consider the finitely generated extension of /~, /~ =/~u,  d(ux)), where u is 
transcendental over /~ and x is as above. We claim that this field is WIK)-formal 
over /( in such a way that 
/(~(Bz)(SI(I + z2x-I)A $1(1 + yz--Z)). 
To see this, first extend the abo,,e valuation on /~ to/~ by setting ord(u) = t ~: V', 
Set L~ to be an algebraic extension of K in which the above valuation is extended 
to V', and so that this valuation is Henselian. For all the other valuations/~.~ on / (  
(as induced by all the direct summands of X~:), extend these valuations to /~ in 
exactly the same way we extended this first valuation. Set L~ to be algebraic 
Hcnselizations of these valuations. According to the argument givenin the proof 
of Lemma 6, L = ~ L~ is W(K"--~-formal over/~. The embedding of K in L, shows 
what we wanted. 
We must 'lift" /( up into some extension of K. We give: 
Extension Lemma. Let K be a R-formal field with some residue field K, which is 
~-[ormal (as induced by the l~-formality of K). If i~ is a finitely generate~l 
l~-formal ext~sion of K,, then there is a finitely generated l~-formal extension of K, 
K for which K c K. 
Proof. By induction on the structure of Xj<, we may assume that X~: 
XtG ' .  "OX,,, where X~ ~Xe x H. If {fi~ . . . . .  fi,} is a transcendence basis for K 
over /<, set /( = Ktu~ . . . . .  u,, u,~ ~t to be a purely transcendental extensiolr of K. 
I|_~ F(t~ . . . . .  ~ ,X)  is an irreducible polynomial which gives the extension 
K/K(fi~ . . . . .  (~). we extend the tx~-valuation to /( by requiring that 
~(F(u~ . . . . .  u~, u~+ ~))= t be ~: new positive element of the value group, and by 
requiring that the residue classes of the u. be algebraically independent over /~ 
for i : 1 . . . . .  s. 
For j = 2, 3 . . . . .  m we extend the ~-valuation to /~, where the /.fi(u~) arc new 
algebraically independent elements of the value group. Extending all of these 
value g"oups to groups where I, ~j(u,), all become infinitclt~ 2-divisible, we let L r 
be appropriate Henselizations of th in these new groups. Again as :.n the proof of 
Lemma 6, we conclude that L = ~ i  Li is ~-formal over K. In particular /( is 
/~-formal over K and has all the desired properties. This proves the Extension 
Lemr~a. 
Returning to the proof of Lemma 7, we let /~ bc the /~-formal extension of K 
given by the Extension Lemma, for the / (  previously constructed. It follows that 
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This contradicts the fact that K is existentially closed. Thus we hJve shown that 
/ (~(A2).  
We next show that / (~(A3)  and (A4), by the same strategy. For (A3), suppose 
we have K,~-n(3z)(y-J(z2-x)eO(T.K,)) where x, ye /~ with x becoming a 
square in the 2-Henselization of the valuation gi':en by O(T, K,). Then for all c 
with [c]¢. R(T, K) we must have that 
K~ ~(3z)(S,.(y I(z2-x))/~S~(l +y I ( z2-x~)) .  
Consider thc purely transcendental extension ;((z). Clearly we can extend the 
valuation given by O(T, ~2t to /((zJ in such a w:,~y that ord(z2-x)>,/  whenever 
O < 3, e ord(KL Further, we can extend this value group in such a way as to have 
the same cosets mod 2 as does ordt,(),  but so that ordtz2-x) is not 2-divisible. 
As in the proof of ~he Extension Lemma, we extend all of the other valuations 
on /(  to /(tzl ,  and by taking the appropriate Henselizations and intersections, we 
see that /((zJ is a W(K~-formal extension of /(. But further, the choice of our 
valuation on t('(z) guarantees that for some c with [c]~ R(T, K,) that 
K,(z)~(3zJ(S,.(y ~(z2- x))/xS~(l + y t(z'~-x))). 
By the Extension Lemma. there is an /~-formal extension of K, say /~ for which 
/~'(zt~/( ,  Exactly as in the case of (A2) we see that there is some simply 
existential statement with parameters in K, that is true in /(, but false in K. This 
contradicts the fact that K was existentially closed. Thus /(~(A3).  
Finally we show that / (~(A4).  Assume that F, g,, % are given to satisfy the 
hypotheses of one of our IA4) axioms in /(. We claim that in some W(K)-formal 
e~ension of /(. say /(. we have that 
K,~(3xy)(F(x, y)= ()A /~ S~,.,,(gi(x, y)))/' ,/)~, ±Uk(gflx, y)D. 
I k 
Consider the generic extension K,(X, Y I/(F(X, Y)). According to our hypotheses, 
each valuation or order of /~ extends to this generic extension with all necessary 
square class conditions on the various gi(X, Y). Thus by considering the intersec- 
tion of all the appropriate Henselizations and Euclidean closures we obtain the 
desired W(K)-formal extension of /(. As before, by the Extension Lemma, we 
can lift tltis statement to a simply existential statement false in K, but true in some 
/~-t'ormal extension cff K. Thus /(~(A4).  
It linally follows that K~(A I  ). To see that K~(A2).  (A3), and (A4), one notices 
that our proofs that / (~(A2).  (A3), (A4) apply as well to this case. We have now 
proved Lemma 7. 
It remains to prove the converse of Lemma 7. As before this will be done 
inductively. 
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Theorem 1. A model K of 7"(R) is existentially closed if and only i[ it satisfies the 
previously described axioms, Further, for such K we must have W(K)~ R. 
ProoL First we assume that X(R) is a proper group extension. Let K be a model 
of our axioms, By (A(I) K is an algehraically maximal model of TIR). Also K 
carries a Henselian valuatiot, for which b] is an existentially closed model of 
~'(/~), and for which ord(K) is regular, it follows from the paper of Robinson and 
Zakon [10], that ord(K) is existentially closed in any ordered abelian group in 
which it is divisibly closed, and which has no new cosets mod(p) for any prime p. 
Suppose that in some /~-formal extension /~ of K we have that /~l=(3x)p(xl, 
where p(x) is quantifier free with parameters in K. Since K~.~(3x)p(x) for some 
finitely generated extension Ko of K in /~, it follows from the uniqueness 
properties of Henselizations that in any algebraically maximal extension of K, say 
L, for which /£~ c /~ and ord(Ko)c ord(L), we must have that L~(3x)p(x). 
It now follows that if we set A =(A0) UDiag(K,j  (relativizcd to 
/~(R))UDiag(ord(K,j) (again relativized to /~(R)t, we must have that A}- 
(Bx)p(xk Thus by compactness, for some finite A.c: A we also have A~k(Bx)p(x}. 
We claim that Ao is satisfiable in K. Clearly all of (A0} is true in K. But also as 
both /~ and ord(K) are existentially closed, it is clear that all of the distinct 
constants from Di~:g(K~0 and Diag(ord(Kl) occuring in A,~ can be appropriately 
realized in /< and ord(K) respectively. It thus follows that K~(Zlx}p(x), and hence 
K is existentially closed. 
"Fo see that in this case wc have W(K}~z R, we tirst note that by induction wc 
have W(/~)~/~. Expressing R ~/~[H],  where H is some elementary 2-group, we 
sec that since W(K ) maps to/~[H]  surjectively with K' /K "~- ~ S( R }. such a map is 
necessarily an isomorphism. We thus have W(K }~/~[H]~ R. 
Now we assume that X(R) is a direct sum. Again we choose p(xh /~, and K,. to 
be as above. Assume that K.~= K(ul . . . . .  u,)[~], where wc have 
Fi u l . . . . .  u,, 0¢)=0 for some polynomial I:( X, Y ) ~ K [ X. Y ]. We then set 
tAOt U Diag(K } U {F(u, c~) = O}U{S,.,(gj(u, a)). ±Uklg,(x. y)): 
these are true in the field K.} = A. 
As any model of A carries a copy of K. extending a copy of K, there must bc 
some finite A,.c A, such thai A.~Ft3x)p(xh We show that there are U'l . . . . .  I~l',, 
~'~ K for which F(u', ~')= 0 and for which K¢S,(g, Iu'. ~')} for all such j in A.. 
This will follow from (A4) provided we can show for each i: 
K~(3x)(Ve)(3y)(cb~(F(x, y), e), ^ ,/~ S~,,(gj(x y))A/~4:Uk(g~tx, y))k 
I k 
where c,~ denotes the ith component of q. 
By our hypotheses on K.. we can find for each i in K~,, = the 2-Henselization ol
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K. with respect o the ith valuation (or Euclidean closure in the case of an order), 
u and a f'ar which F(u. al=O and K~S,.(g~(x, y,), Uk(gj(x, y)t for all j, k. By 
induction, K. = the ith 2-Henselization of K, is existentially closed in K~,,, so we 
may assume that u and a lie in K~. Next note that whenever ord~(x)<ord (y) for 
x, y~K,  our valuation theory implies that K~Sc(x),  U~(x) if and only if 
K~S,(x+y), Uk(X+y). By (A3) K is 'dense" in K~, so we see that for all e~K 
there are u', a 'e  K for which orddui -u ' i ) ,  ordda-a')>ordi(e) in ordi(Ki). 
In particular, by choosing e so that ordde)>orddg, (u ,  a)) for each j, and so 
that F(u, a) always has a root in l(~ whenever ord~(ui- u'~)>ord~(e), we see that 
we must have: 
I k 
Thus, by the above remarks, A. is satisfiable in K, and hence K~Ox)p(x). We 
have now shown that K is existentially closed. 
It remains to show that W(K)-~R. It is sufficient o verify that X~: ~X(R) ,  as 
lrcdnced) Witt rings are completely determined by their spaces of orders. Expres- 
sing X(R)-~ (X,, G~ ~' "  ~(X,,,, G,..), we know by induction that X~,-~ (X., G~ ). 
Since K is algebraically maximal we know by Lemma. 6 that K'/K'~-~ 
G~" "~G, .  W:  must see that every order on K comes from some X~. 
First wc m'te tbat any order of K that acts trivially on all Gi whenever j~ i, 
must extend to K,. This is because K~ is obtained from K by successive quadratic 
extensions, each of which adjoins a square root of an element hat is positive (or 
may be chosen to be positive) in this order (or extension of 'his order). Thus, if K 
carries an order not in XtU ' ' 'UX , , , ,  we may assume that for some a~G~,  
t~2~ G,, that both t~, a~<0 in this order. 
it now follows that (1 , -a t )  does not represent a2 in K. In particular, 
K~ ~(3xyz ) (X2--  Otl y 2 = (~2Z2). 
Consider the generic extension K(x, y, z )/(x z -  c~ ty2_ c~2z2). Clearly each valua- 
tion oll K extends Io this field. Thus by the arguments of Lemmas 6 and 7, we see 
that K has an /~,-formal extension /~ for which 
I~v--(3xyz )(x 2 - 0¢~ y2 = ¢~2z2). 
This contradicts the fact that K is existentially closed, and proves Theorem l. 
Theorem 2. J'~R) has a model companion E(R) given by the preceding axioms. 
Proof. Since ]b(R) has universal-existential axioms, it is certainly inductive. Thus. 
as E(R)  precisely characterizes the existentially closed model of 7"(R) we are 
done. 
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Remark 1. In general, an /~-formal field does not have an algebraic extension to 
a model of/~(R). In view of Theorem 1, the example considered in Remark 1 of 
the preceding section gives a counterexample. It is an open question whether or 
nol every /~-formal field K can bc extended to a model of E(R), /~, which has 
finite transcendence degree over K. 
Remark 2. The example considered in Remark 2 of the preceding section shows 
that T(R) does not have a model companion whenever R has a non-trivial fan. 
To see this, note that in the group extension case, R ~/~[H],  an existentially 
clcsed model of T in) ,  say K, must be such that /~ is "archimedian" in /~ for evcry 
R-formal extension b] of K. This clearly cannot be given by any set of elementary 
statements. 
4. Quantifier elimination and decidability for E (R)  
In this section we give an extension by definitions of I~(R) to a language L'(RJ 
in which the extended theory of Kz(RI. E'(R), admits an elimination of quart- 
lifters. The standard techniques of this subject will then yield the decidability of 
~n~. 
For all n >> l, c~ SIR)", a~ K '''~. :rod g~ . . . . .  g,, ~ K", we define a In2+ n + l l- 
ary predicate 
"l;.(a, g~ . . . . .  g,, ) /~.,t 13x I( a,.x" + a., ~x" t + . . .  + a .= 0 
A/~S. , (g  ..... ,x" '+- ' -+g, . , , ,} .  
T[ an setting 
L'~R~. ''~' £ (RtU{ ' r t . (a ,  g,  . . . . .  g,,)} 
gives our new language. 
Lemma 8. Let K he a L'tR)-substrudure of u model M o] l:.'4Rt. Then lilt' 
algebraic lo'mre of K in any model oJ' K'(R L where K sits as a L'( R )-suhstnwmn,. 
I:~ umquely determined us ~ L'(R)-struclure. 
Proof. Let /~t and /~2 be two such (relativel algebraic closures of the LqRt-  
structure K. We must show that /'~t and /~2 are isomorphic over K as L'(RI 
structures. Since both /-~ and /~2 are algebraic over K it suffices to show that 
given an3 finite extension of K in /~l. say K[a], that there is a o(~/~2 such that 
K[a] and Kick'] are isomorphic as L'(R)-structures. 
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For such a ~/~j let a ,X"+. . .  + ao be it's irreducible polynomial over K. Since 
K is a L'(R)-substructure of/~2, it is clear that as K~T~...t,(a, hj . . . . .  h,,) where 
each h, represents X 2, we must have that the polynomial a, ,X"+. . .  + ao has a 
root in /~.  Let aj  . . . . .  a~ be all its distinct roots in /~2, noting of course that 
We claim that one of the field isomorphism,; given by a ~ a~ must give an 
L'(Rl- isomorphism from K[a]  to Klan]. For if not, then for each j = 1 . . . . .  s wc 
have one of the following: 
(A) K[a]~S,,(gi(a)) but K[a~]~-;,Sc,~gj(ap) where g~ ~ K[X] with the degree of 
g~ ~ tl. or 
(B) K[a]~ T,, (a, h u . . . . .  h,,~) but K[aj]~TT~, (a,, hli . . . . .  h,. i) where the a,, h~ i 
represent the coefficients of polynomials in K[a][X]-~ K[ai][X]. 
Let K[3,] be an extension of K[a] which contains all roots of the polyuomials 
a,,,,X'"+'' "+ a,o in /~j for all j in which (B) occurs. Let gi~ K[X] be such that 
',3') = gj{a) in K[3'] for all j in which CA) occurs. Finally let h'~ ~ K[X] be such 
that hli(3,) = h,,(/3~), where /3j is a root of a i , , ,X ' "+' '  +a~, in K[3'] for which 
K[3"]~S,,,(h,~({3, )).
Now let b represent the coefficients of the irreducible polynomial of 3' over K. 
Then we have that as a /~-substructure: K~T,,.,,,a(b, gl . . . . .  h~,), where the first 
G's come from the (A) conditions, and the (q),~s come from the (B) conditions. 
However. such a condition cannot bc true in Re according to the fact tha~ for each 
possible root of a,,X" +. • • + a~ in /~,. one of our conditions in (A) or (B) fails. 
Thus wc cannot have that K is a LqR)-substructure of /~2. This contradiction 
proves Lemma 8 
Lemma 9. The class of substructures of models of E'(RI has the amalgamation 
property. 
Proof. Let K c L,, K c L2, be substructures of models of E'(R). In view of 
Lemma 8 we may assume that each of K. L~, Le are relatively algebraically closed 
in the models of E'(R) in which they sit. To prove the amalgamation property it 
suffices to check that for c,~ e L~ and for a2e L2 there is a K' for which both K(a,)  
and K(ae) are embeddable as L'(R)-substructures. For then. the amalgamation of
L~ and L~ follows by Lemma 8 and (transfinite) induction on the transcendence 
degrees over K of Li and L2. 
To see this. let K~ be the algebraic losure of K(c~) in Lj. We shall inductively 
see that it is possible to embed K(az) into the purely transcendental extension 
K~(x) as a L'(R)-substructure. Thus, as this L'(R)-structure can be extended to a 
model of E(R).  we shall be done. 
Let /~, /~l be corresponding residue fields of K, Kt respectively, and let /~' be 
the corresponding residue field of K(a2). We shall extend all the valuations on /~ 
to /~(x)  in such a way that /~' is isomorphic as a valued (ordered) field to K(x). 
First we note that as /~ is relatively algebraically closed in L2, /~' must be field 
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isomorphic to either /,2 or /~(x). Since the first case is trivial, we assume the 
second occurs. To begin with, we extend the value groups and residue fields of /~ 
to/~lx) exactly as they extended in passing to/-('. Next, we e..tend the valuations 
to /~(xl so that x is a pseudo-limit of precisely the same pseudo-convergent 
sequences of /~ as &2 is. If necessary, we extend the group so that o rd(x -x ' )>  
ord(K~) for all x'~ K~ which are pseudo-limits of these same sequences. With 
these definitions, it is clear that/~' and K(xl are isomorphic as valued fields. The 
case of orders is similar. 
We next adjoin to/-~t(x) all elements algebraic over /~' in /[2, as identified by 
the map &z ~ x. Clearly, all the valuations of/~t(x) must extend to this field in an 
appropriate way, as the valuations of /~', extended to /~2. In particular, the 
inductive techniques of Lemmas 6 and 7 show that all the valuations on Kt(x) can 
be extended to the algebraic extension in which all elements of L, algebraic over 
K(oc~J are adjoined. From this it follows that K(aul is embeddabie in Kt(xJ as a 
L'(Rt-substructure. By the above remarks, the lemma is proved. 
Example. Suppose that / (=0,  and that /~'(&t) and /~(&2) are both order 
isomorphic to O(~'). It might happen that &t has a 4th root in /~j, while &2 does 
not have a 4th ro~t in /~2. It will then happen that /~('3t) and /~(&21 are 
amalgamated into an algebraic extension of O(w, 7r + e) where e is ordered to be 
infinitely small relati 'e to O. This introduction of 'non-standard' elements eems 
to be a crucial difference between the fields considered here and the usual real 
closed fields. 
Theorem 3. The theory E'(R) admits elimination o[ quantifiers i~ the la~lguav, e 
L'(R). 
Proof, E'(R) is the rlodei t:ump~etion of its universal theory, which by Lemma 9 
has the amalgamation property. 
In the following, for any model K of /~.'(R) we shall denote by (K),,~ thc 
algebraic numbers in K. (K),,t~, is a Pythagorean field, and as it is an algebraic 
number ficld it foliu.ws by [3] that it is a S.A.P. field. In particular, its space of 
orders is a direct sum of one element spaces, and (K )~ is the intersection of its 
Euclidean closures. 
Lemma 10. Let K and K' be mode!s of E~R). Then (KI~,,, ~ (K'),I,: if and only i[ 
K=-K'. 
Proof. Clearly K ~ K' implies (KLI~(K'I~I~. For the converse we note that as 
(Kj~g is algebraically closed in a model of/~(R),  it has a unique expansion to a 
L'(R)-structure. Thus viewing K and F '  as models of E'(RL we see that by 
Lemma 9 that both K and K' may be amalgamated into one model of E'(RL As 
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this rrodel is an elementary extension of both K and K', it follows that K-=-K'. 
This proves Lem.ma 10. 
Theorem 4. E(R)  is decidable. 
l~oot. Clearly E(R) is recursively ermmerable. We show that the complimt..lt of 
/~(R) is also recursively enumerable. If a~/~(R),  then for some model K of 
/~(R), we have that K~'Ta.  By Lemma l0 we have that /~(R)t.3DiagL,R~ 
((K),~)F- la.  By compactness there is some finite extension of Q, say L c (K)me 
for which /~(R)LJDiagl:tR~(L)l-ma. If L:=Q[3,], as (K),,ig is a S.A.P. field. 
DiagLmdL) is completely determined if one knows which root 31 is of its 
irreduciblu polynomial in every order of (K),~. 
Since each order of (K)+,~ ~s definable in L(R), it follows by Tarski's theorem 
that there is an open formula U+,,,(x) of L(R) with the property that U~,(x) is true 
in L if and only if x is the ruth root of irr(ot)/Q, in the ith order of (K)~a. Thus. if 
(K)~ a has t orders, we have that 
X ,,,(X) - la.  
i 
The class of such 
(3x) ,,,(x 
" i  1 ' " 
which are consistent with E(R) is easily seen to be recursive. For if irr(a)/O has 
enough roots in ~, and if t direct sums occur in the inductive description of X(R), 
then it happens that IK),,~ can have enough orders, and thus a model of E(R) can 
be constructed using the usual valuation and intersection technique so that 
(' ) (3x) ,/X~ u',.,(x) 
is true in this model. Thus the class of sentences not provable in /~(R) is 
recursively enumerable. This proves Theorem 4. 
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